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Brad Male American Asterisk Voice Prompt

Product Name: Brad Male American Asterisk Voice Prompt

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: BRAD-MALE-AMERICAN

Please note that this Asterisk prompt has been discontinued. We recommend the Rachael Female
British Asterisk Voice Prompt or Sabina Female Canadian Asterisk Voice Prompt as good
alternatives.

Brad - Male American English Asterisk voice prompts professionally sound recorded by native
speaking voice artist.
"You too, can benefit from our professionally recorded American English voices in your Asterisk
PBX. Give your customers a great impression from the very first call they make."

• Native American English voice artist with a professional business voice.
•  Direct replacement for the standard Asterisk voice prompts.
•  Extra prompts included for compatibility with Trixbox, amp, FreePbx and others.
•  Unique, specific, recordings for your ivr menu and call queues can be seamlessly recorded by
the same artists.
•  Recorded at 44.1khz in our professional recording studio.
•  Free upgrades for one year

First impressions count.
When a customer calls, what voice would you like them to hear? If your customers are mainly
British, why give them the impression you are American? Why not employ Brad to handle your
calls?
All the standard voice prompts are included to allow you to use the full functionality of the Asterisk
PBX right out of the box. This includes Voice Menus, Call Queues, Follow me, Call transfers, Call
Parking, Voice Mail, Transfers, Error messages, Numbers (digits), letters and Phonetics.
But it's More than just Asterisk.
Now we have compatible voices even if your not rolling your own. We have extra recordings
specifically designed for each of the features unique to FreePbx, Trixbox and Amp. Custom voice
prompts can be ordered online
Custom voice prompts can be ordered online and are available for download shortly after the
order has been processed. Usually within a couple of days depending on the demands on the
voice artists.
Seemless recordings created by the same voice artist
Brad records the customizations ensuring a seamless telephone experience for your yourselves
and your customers, while we ensure that the voice artists delivery is identical to the full Asterisk
pack.
We only work with "top of their profession" voice artists that are native speakers in their chosen
language.
This ensures that the completed voice prompts are very high quality and the voice artist is
professional, fast and highly skilled.
Professionally recorded in our top of the range Protools studio.
All the recordings are conducted in our professional top of the line Protools equipped studios
which are acoustically designed by professional acoustic architects for accurate audio monitoring
ensuring every voice prompt sounds the same on the phone as it does in the studio.
The Voice prompts are recorded in 44.1 khz but get processed into the gsm audio format in 8.000
kHz, Mono 1 kb/sec. If you need higher quality voice prompts we can provide them in any audio
format you require.
We ensure that the voice prompts are kept updated by releasing new versions every time an
Asterisk release requires new or modified prompts. This ensures that you can use any new or
improved Asterisk features as soon as they become available.
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Brad Male American Asterisk Voice Prompt

Listen to some samples:
(in .wav 706kbps 44khz)  agent-user.wav call-fwd-cancelled.wav conf-getconfno.wav dir-instr.wav
priv-instruct.wav priv-trying.wav queue-holdtime.wav

Please Enquire
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